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A little about me:

The 10% Summary


This technique, developed by the Collins Writing Team, is used for
high-level summarising and to enable students to grasp the
meaning of a text in their own terms


Easy to understand



Simple steps



Research-backed – by the Collins Writing Team



Highly effective



Avoids the dreaded plagiarism



Lexile appropriate texts are used for best functionality

Lets work through an example




In front of you, you will find:


A copy of a source for students to understand ‘What is History?’



10% Summary template

We will work through an example as a hand on approach

Step 1: If we were in a classroom, we
would read through the text together


Once we have read through the whole text, we will work in ideas or
paragraphs

Breaking up your document


In order to complete this strategy effectively, you need to divide
your document into sections:


If your document has subtitles, like the one we are using today, it has
been divided nicely for you



If not, you will need to decide what paragraphs contain the same ideas

Step 2: Read through one section
of the text to identify vocabulary




You will need to have the students read through one section of the
text and:


Identify 2 – 3 key vocabulary words



These will allow your students to achieve high results in the vocabulary
sections of the criteria

Lets read:

Vocabulary for this section of text


Vocabulary for Central Idea #1:


You could have had any of the following:


Archaeology



Historia



Learning by inquiry



Controversial



Social history



These are terms that would be more or less specific or exclusive to the History
classroom



Then, have your students define these terms in their own words and create an
illustration, or complete a ‘Vocabulary Card’ for these terms

Vocabulary Cards

Step 3: Now we need to identify
the central ideas from this section


Identify 5 central ideas from this section of text



For example:


Not one single definition, its controversial



Concerned with understanding the past



Studies of people and events in the past



Comes from the Greek word ‘historia’ – learning by inquiry



Impacts of past events

Step 4: Now we need to construct
a sentence that summarizes


From the 5 central ideas, we now need to construct a sentence that
summarizes




For example:


The term ‘history’ has no one single definition and comes from the Greek word
‘historia’ which means learning by inquiry, thus is somewhat controversial. It is
concerned with the understandings of the past through studying people and
events and their impacts throughout time.



Ensure that the subject-specific vocabulary is overlayed into the sentence/s

We now have a summarized idea of the first section of the text – it is not
plagiarised and is in our own terms, creating our own knowledge

Next section – we go back to Step
1: reading the next section

Step 2: Vocabulary for section 2


Vocabulary for Central Idea #2:


You could have had any of the following:


Artefacts



Methodology



Hypothesis



Analysis



Interpretation



Archaeological excavation



These are terms that would be more or less specific or exclusive to the History classroom



Then, have your students define these terms in their own words and create an illustration, or
complete a ‘Vocabulary Card’ for these terms

Step 3: Now we need to identify
the central ideas from this section


Identify 5 central ideas from this section of text



For example:


Historian’s work relies on analysis and interpretation of sources



Collect as many sources to support their hypothesis



Rely traditionally on written documents



Provide relevant information



Today, they use information from archaeological excavations

Step 4: Now we need to construct
a sentence that summarizes




From the 5 central ideas, we now need to construct a sentence that
summarizes


For example:



An historian’s work relies on analysis and interpretation of sources that have
been collected to support their hypothesis. Traditionally, they have relied on
written documents to provide relevant information; however, today they
also use information and sources from archaeological excavations.

We now have a summarized idea of the first section of the text – it is not
plagiarised and is in our own terms, creating our own knowledge

Next section – we go back to Step
1: reading the next section

Step 2: Vocabulary for section 3


Vocabulary for Central Idea #3:


You could have had any of the following:


Artefacts



Investigate



Discipline



Ancient things



Archaeologists



These are terms that would be more or less specific or exclusive to the History
classroom



Then, have your students define these terms in their own words and create an
illustration, or complete a ‘Vocabulary Card’ for these terms

Step 3: Now we need to identify
the central ideas from this section


Identify 5 central ideas from this section of text



For example:


Younger than history – as history has been written for 2500 years



From the Greek word meaning ‘discussion of ancient things’



Examine physical remains to reconstruct the past as completely as
possible



Today, they get help from science to investigate the past

Step 4: Now we need to construct
a sentence that summarizes




From the 5 central ideas, we now need to construct a sentence that
summarizes


For example:



Archaeology is much younger than history, as history has been written
for nearly 2500 years. It comes from the Greek word meaning ‘discussion
of ancient things’ and is used to examine physical remains, with the help
of science, to reconstruct the past as completely as possible.

We now have a summarized idea of the first section of the text – it is
not plagiarised and is in our own terms, creating our own knowledge

Next section – you do – work on this
section with your group


What do archaeologists do?

Constructing a paragraph


When constructing our paragraph, we must construct a START
sentence – this is detailed on the next page



After our START sentence, we write our summary sentences

Our referenced, non-plagiarised
paragraph


In Antiquity 1’s excerpt ‘Methods of Investigating the Past’, the author
investigates the origins of history and how it is created. The term ‘history’
has no one single definition and comes from the Greek word ‘historia’
which means learning by inquiry, thus is somewhat controversial. It is
concerned with the understandings of the past through studying
people and events and their impacts throughout time. An historian’s
work relies on analysis and interpretation of sources that have been
collected to support their hypothesis. Traditionally, they have relied on
written documents to provide relevant information; however, today
they also use information and sources from archaeological
excavations. Archaeology is much younger than history, as history has
been written for nearly 2500 years. It comes from the Greek word
meaning ‘discussion of ancient things’ and is used to examine physical
remains, with the help of science, to reconstruct the past as completely
as possible.

